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Abstract: Securing multimedia data on disk drives is a major concern because of their rapidly in-
creasing volumes over time, as well as the prevalence of security and privacy problems. Existing
cryptographic schemes have high computational costs and slow response speeds. They also suffer
from limited flexibility and usability from the user side, owing to continuous routine interactions.
Dynamic encryption file systems can mitigate the negative effects of conventional encryption appli-
cations by automatically handling all encryption operations with minimal user input and a higher
security level. However, most state-of-the-art cryptographic file systems do not provide the desired
performance because their architectural design does not consider the unique features of multimedia
data or the vulnerabilities related to key management and multi-user file sharing. The recent move
towards multi-core processor architecture has created an effective solution for reducing the compu-
tational cost and maximizing the performance. In this paper, we developed a parallel FUSE-based
encryption file system called ParallelFS for storing multimedia files on a disk. The developed file
system exploits the parallelism of multi-core processors and implements a hybrid encryption method
for symmetric and asymmetric ciphers. Usability is significantly enhanced by performing encryp-
tion, decryption, and key management in a manner that is fully dynamic and transparent to users.
Experiments show that the developed ParallelFS improves the reading and writing performances
of multimedia files by approximately 35% and 22%, respectively, over the schemes using normal
sequential encryption processing.

Keywords: parallel encryption; multimedia encryption; file system; multi-core processors; cryptography

1. Introduction

Multimedia data such as images and videos are currently playing a significant role
in society, and huge volumes of multimedia files are stored on disk drives and removable
storage media. Unfortunately, many potential threats and security attacks are directed
towards violating the privacy of personal information on these storage devices, particularly
multimedia, which prompts a significant amount of interest from the research community.

Storage encryption is the most effective solution for providing advanced protection
against threats and preserving the confidentiality and privacy of storage [1]. However,
designing cryptographic techniques for multimedia data at rest is complex. This is because
cryptography is known to be a mathematically heavy operation, particularly for multimedia
data, which have unique properties such as bulk data capacity, a high redundancy, a strong
correlation between data elements, and the use of various formats for file storage, as well
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as long computing times and vast amounts of processing power during encryption and
decryption. This poses a great challenge for multimedia cryptosystems by preventing
them from being used heavily in real time [2,3]. Other problems related to the security
level provided by multimedia applications may be reasonable from the designer’s point
of view but do not consider sudden unexpected attacks [4]. Although existing end-user
encryption applications are ubiquitous, they still suffer from several inherent weaknesses in
terms of security, flexibility, transparency, and performance efficiency. The manual nature
of encryption applications and the additional overhead incurred by users in performing
cryptographic operations are cumbersome and time-consuming. This routine usage leads
users to be careless regarding potential threats and leave files in plain text format [5].

Current research trends in cryptographic file systems address the limitations of en-
cryption applications by implementing a dynamic mechanism for managing, controlling,
and monitoring encryption, decryption, and key management operations with the help
of operating system file systems. Moreover, they can perform cryptographic operations
in a highly secure, transparent, and efficient manner. Cryptographic file systems exist in
two forms, either implemented inside the kernel space or as a file system residing in the
user space. At the kernel space level, the cryptographic file system can be implemented
as a middleware layer to encrypt individual files or directories using file system filter
driver technology in the Windows kernel [1,4,6,7] and Unix-like stackable file system [8,9].
Furthermore, a cryptographic file system can be implemented as a low-level file system
layer, operating under the real file system, either as a block device layer attached to the
storage disk itself [10] or a virtual disk driver [11] providing encryption for all single- or
multiple-disk partitions.

The file system in user space (FUSE) is a Unix-like framework that allows a non-
privileged user to implement a file system to perform a particular functionality in the
user space [12]. Such an approach can provide a robust solution for storage security at a
high transparency level without the requirement for editing the underlying kernel level
or significantly changing the design and implementation of the basic file system [13]. A
considerable number of studies and projects have employed FUSE technology to provide
transparent encryption for various types of data at rest. In this study, we present a parallel
user-level encrypted file system called ParallelFS based on FUSE technology for multimedia
data. The motivations behind this study are to mitigate or completely eliminate issues
related to the security, efficiency, transparency, and user convenience of existing kernel-level
and FUSE-based encryption file systems. ParallelFS is designed with the main goal of
providing higher cryptographic performance and achieving the lowest possible response
time when reading or writing stored multimedia files. The contributions of this study
include the following:

1. A parallel and fully dynamic cryptographic file system that utilizes the parallelism of
multi-core processors was developed to accelerate cryptographic operations and key
management and improve the system response time for stored multimedia files.

2. Hybrid methods constructed from symmetric and asymmetric ciphers and hash
algorithms are used to improve the security of multimedia files and allow for efficient
file sharing among multiple users.

3. The performance is analyzed, and the results are compared with those of related
work. The results demonstrate the efficiency of the developed parallel file system in
improving the encryption speed and shortening the system response time, as well as
its ability to ensure protective security.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the FUSE
and discusses the design goals. Section 3 presents the related work. Section 4 details the
proposed parallel-encryption file system. Section 5 discusses the performance evaluation
of the implemented file system. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. Background and Design Goals

In this section, we first provide an overview of the FUSE structure. Then, we discuss
the basic design goals of the proposed scheme.

2.1. Overview of FUSE

FUSE is a user space file system development framework that utilizes the Linux high-
level application interface (API) to extend the kernel-level functionality in user space. The
design structure of FUSE includes the FUSE kernel driver which interacts with the kernel on
behalf of the non-privileged user/application and deals with API to present a virtual device
that is able to communicate with a user file system code running in the user space [14].

Generally, a file system is a type of kernel module that has two functions. The first
is to provide the user with a method for accessing their data, and the second is to build
a logical structure for managing the data, where both functions are realized in the kernel
space. In the case of FUSE, it simply provides hooks for user space applications to provide
the functionality that a kernel module would have provided to instantiate a file system,
whereas the developer is responsible for realizing the logical relationship structure of the
file system that is used to manage the data [15]. Logically, the FUSE is divided into a set of
file system callback interfaces that are used to process incoming requests from the kernel
and into a set of forward processes used to control the operations of the FUSE itself. The
user is initially required to mount the FUSE over a special directory called a mount point.
This mounting operation basically creates a map between the source directory and the
mount point to provide a dynamically transparent service that is realized at the mount
point. When FUSE is mounted, the file system type is directly registered to the Linux
kernel in order to let it know that the file system on that specific directory is FUSE [16].
The mount utility is included in the FUSE library, and during the mount time, the user
space file system daemon can realize the logical relationship to manage the files of the
source directory and read their metadata [13]. When a system call is issued to read a file
from a mount point, the virtual file system kernel (VFS) will first check whether the file is
available in the kernel-space page cache to return immediately; otherwise, the system call
will be forwarded to the FUSE library to invoke the callback in the user space file system
daemon [17]. While the file system is running at the mount time, the FUSE daemon cannot
be called by VFS without the use of FUSE. In some cases, FUSE may take another action,
such as returning the requested data into the buffer, or it may perform some pre-processing
by requesting data from the underlying file systems [18]. Eventually, when the mounting
connection is no longer needed, the mount point directory contents automatically disappear
as soon as the file system is unmounted.

2.2. Design Goals

In this work, we aim to design a cryptographic file system that dynamically encrypts
and decrypts multimedia files stored on disk drives and to achieve the following goals:

1. The designed ParallelFS cryptographic file system must encrypt multimedia files at
the user space before being stored on a disk so that the files remain encrypted during
storage using robust encryption algorithms and strong encryption keys. Meanwhile,
the designed ParallelFS should automatically decrypt the files when they are accessed
by the data owner.

2. The designed ParallelFS should achieve high efficiency when performing the encryp-
tion and decryption operations, without affecting the system performance and data
access response time. Moreover, the cryptographic and key management operations
are realized at the fine-grained level of individual multimedia files; there is thus no
need to incur additional computational costs and time delays caused by encrypting
and decrypting the entire multimedia files each time the file system is mounted.

3. The designed ParallelFS must dynamically perform the encryption, decryption, and
key management operations in a fully transparent manner so that the user will not
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notice any difference when files are stored or accessed. In the meantime, the efforts of
a user in managing the encryption keys should be reduced.

3. Related Work

Several state-of-the-art file system architectures have been proposed to perform mul-
tiple functionalities, such as encryption [1], detection [19], compression [20], and access
control [6]. Kernel-level encryption file systems are designed to provide transparent en-
cryption at the granularity of a single file [2], single partition [21], or on-the-fly full disk
encrypt [22]. However, developing a file system and inserting it into the operating system
kernel as a middleware or block device layer to fully function, such as for transparent
encryption, is difficult and complicated, depending on many operating system specifics
and interacting components of the kernel data structure [15].

Therefore, user space cryptographic file systems have been developed to provide
similar features offered by kernel-level cryptographic file systems, but with less imple-
mentation effort. The authors in [23] proposed CFS as a network file system that allows
an authenticated user to create a source directory in a local or remote file system to store
encrypted files. The CFS daemon allows the source directory at the mount time to open a
directory called the mount point, which displays the user files in an unencrypted format.
In [24], the authors presented EncFS as a cryptographic file system layer in the user space,
developed using the FUSE library. EncFS can be mounted over a secure directory used to
store the user’s sensitive files and then performs transparent encryption for all stored files
using standard ciphers, such as AES and Blowfish. In EncFS, a global password is used to
authenticate user access, and a single encryption key is used to encrypt all files. In [25] a
working extension was provided to EncFS to enable it to support multi-user file sharing
and file-based access control. Here, a trusted shared server was used to store shared files,
and a key management model was designed to authenticate users for securely accessing
shared files. The authors in [17] introduced ImgFS as a user-level file system built on top
of FUSE to provide transparent encryption for digital images stored on a disk. In ImgFS,
user authentication and access control for a secure mount session are performed through a
Linux-based pluggable authentication module (PAM), which dynamically authenticates a
legitimate user at the mount time for entering a secure ImgFS session, with the ability to
support image file sharing between users. Furthermore, the system automatically mounts
the ImgFS during the Linux login session time to transparently encrypt or decrypt the
image file in its corresponding place in the original source home directory located under the
root file system. The authors in [26] presented SafeFS, an FUSE-based modular architecture
that provides encryption, replication, and coding features for user files in stackable building
blocks and can access remote data stores. SafeFS is also designed by allowing users to
customize their data store according to their specific needs by defining a set of blocks for
protection and sped-up performance. In [13], the OutFS is presented, which is a crypto-
graphic file system that provides transparent encryption for outsourced files stored on a
cloud server. The file system was designed to be mounted on top of the synchronized cloud
directory that stores encrypted user files and provides a virtual mount point to display the
user files in an unencrypted format on the user’s machine. Moreover, the developed OutFS
file system handles the identity of file owners, the integrity of outsourced files, and the
shareability of files among users.

However, all these schemes were designed based on the normal execution of the
FUSE library, which suffers from high performance overhead owing to the effect of context
switches caused by file system calls [27]. The performance and resource utilization of FUSE
over different workloads have been extensively studied [28]. In [29], the efficiency of the
encryption process in FUSE was improved by reducing the file decryption operations. A
cache module was attached to the FUSE library to store the plaintext of the encrypted files
to be accessed upon user request. Otherwise, FUSE reads the file’s data from its original
location on the disk and then decrypts and caches it to be reached on future system requests.
Numerous parallel file systems designed to provide different functionalities are classified
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into commercial parallel file systems that provide high-performance processing for I/O-
intensive applications, such as GPFS for IBM [30]. They can also be used to research parallel
file systems, such as PVFS [31]. Nonetheless, most parallel file systems have been developed
for distributed computing to provide user machines with concurrent distributed access
and processing regarding files [32]. Moreover, existing FUSE-based cryptographic schemes
use sequential processing construction and do not keep pace with multi-core computing
capabilities. Therefore, the multimedia encryption performance must be accelerated, and
the system response time must be improved.

4. Proposed Parallel Multimedia Encryption File System

This section provides an overview of the proposed ParallelFS encryption file system.
Subsequently, we present the structural details of parallel encryption using multi-core
processors. Finally, the implemented hybrid encryption scheme for multimedia data
is described.

4.1. Design Overview

The proposed ParallelFS was designed as a backend file system layer located in the
user space to provide a transparent cryptographic service for multimedia files on the fly.
This allows users to use it in a similar manner to traditional file systems with the ability to
work with single- and multi-user systems. General FUSE framework is structured from
the FUSE kernel driver and user space file system daemon. Through the FUSE library, the
FUSE kernel driver provides the developer with a set of standard system calls that enable
the development of a custom FUSE file system for adding a new feature or improving
existing functionalities. Figure 1 shows the general architecture of the FUSE framework
and the interactions between its components. ParallelFS was designed to interact with
standard file system calls such as open, read, write, and save for multimedia files stored on
a disk.
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When a user or application initiates a system call for a multimedia file, the system
call is dynamically intercepted by the VFS layer of the Linux kernel. The VFS is a kernel
software layer that provides an interface for all file systems and storage devices. It handles
all system calls, abstracts the functionality of the file system, consults the mounted file
system table, and parses the file path. When the VFS realizes that the system call concerns a
multimedia file stored in a directory within the ParallelFS mount, it forwards the system call
to dev/FUSE. At the user level, the FUSE library handles the main functions responsible
for mounting the ParallelFS, initializes the data structure, and manages the communication
between the FUSE kernel driver and ParallelFS daemon. Once the FUSE library realizes
that a system call is currently in the kernel queue, it invokes the request from dev/FUSE,
processes it, and involves the callback functions required to execute ParallelFS. After the
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cryptographic function is executed, the FUSE library writes the results back to dev/FUSE
and then to the FUSE kernel driver. Finally, the FUSE driver returns the response to either
the disk for storage or the user application that sent the request.

The proposed ParallelFS file system was designed to provide a mandatory mechanism
using a hybrid encryption scheme for encrypting and decrypting a multimedia file each
time a user sends a request and before a write or read operation is conducted. When
a multimedia file is stored for the first time in a directory under the ParallelFS mount,
encryption keys are randomly generated, and the multimedia file blocks are encrypted to
generate an encrypted file version in this secure source directory, without user intervention.
The designed file system can support a wide range of multimedia file formats compatible
with various multimedia applications, including images, audio, and video file formats. We
used the magic signature stored on the metadata of the multimedia file header to recognize
the file type. Moreover, the file system was designed to avoid unnecessary decryptions
and re-encryptions of unused files each time a user mounts the file system by restricting
the decryption process to the fine-grain level of an individual multimedia file. When a
user mounts ParallelFS over a root directory, e.g., /Multidir, the hierarchy tree of this root
directory becomes a mount point that automatically displays the user’s selected file in an
unencrypted format. This provides the user with the flexibility to store secure multimedia
files without being restricted to a single directory location. Simultaneously, all stored files
are transparently encrypted on the corresponding source directory, which is provided a
suffix extension /Multidir.sec to distinguish it.

ParallelFS was also designed to handle a dynamic key management process and
enforce user authentication during the mount time. The system administrator is responsible
for installing the ParallelFS file system and configuring the authentication policy to allow a
non-privileged user to mount the file system and enter a secure mounting session. Each
user has a login authentication key that is used to mount the file system, which is generated
from a hash of the Linux login passphrase using SHAKE-128 [33]. In addition, each user
has a public and private key pair (Pk, Prk) that is used to encrypt/decrypt symmetric file
encryption keys. When file data are encrypted with a symmetric key (K), the Pk of the
user is used to encrypt K and append it to the header of the multimedia file. Figure 2
summarizes the interaction between the proposed multimedia file system components in
performing the encryption/decryption processes for a stored/opened multimedia file.
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4.2. Sequential vs. Parallel Processing Patterns

In sequential processing, encryption is composed of a chain of sequential processes
of file blocks that run dependently; the encryption of each block depends on the instant
output of a previous ciphered block. Therefore, reading or writing a large storage file
using cryptographic services is a major bottleneck [32]. The difficulty of this challenge
increases if applied to user space applications. Cryptographic file systems typically opti-
mize performance because they combine encryption and integrity protection techniques,
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and all related computations are performed in a highly seamless and compatible manner,
without many data copies between the kernel and user space. However, the file system
schemes were designed in such a way to primarily handle a file as an addressable se-
quence of bytes and blocks, thereby preventing them from exploiting the recent advances
in multi-core processors.

Parallel cryptographic file systems can significantly address the processing overhead
incurred by cryptographic operations and reduce the system response time. Here, the
encryption and decryption of separate file blocks were computed independently and
processed concurrently using multiple processes and threads in a parity form. Although
cryptographic file systems require less memory in sequential construction, the parallel
cryptographic file system effectively provides a high-performance cryptographic solution
to treat large data files and reduce the effects of bottlenecks (imposed by heavy workloads),
and it can thus be used to satisfy real-time demands [34]. We improved the performance of
existing cryptographic file systems by developing ParallelFS to support the cryptographic
workload by concurrently processing a common set of multimedia file blocks.

The primary goal of ParallelFS is to achieve both a higher cryptographic performance
and a faster response time for each multimedia file read and write request. However, the
performance level is driven by reserved processes, resource workloads, and the techno-
logical environment. Moreover, the variation in synchronization and the difference in the
computation of parallel threads affect the performance of CPU cores. In a multi-core CPU,
one core may be overloaded by waiting for I/O operations or entering a low-power idle
state. When executing tasks that vary in size, one core may complete its process before other
cores, thereby reducing the efficiency and increasing the system response time. To avoid
this, in the proposed scheme, we measured the CPU utilization of threads by measuring the
amount of time each thread spends executing on the core. Thread scheduling in ParallelFS
is based on the completely fair scheduler (CFS) of Linux. It periodically and dynamically
measures the CPU utilization of running threads such that fewer cryptographic processing
tasks are assigned to heavily loaded cores, whereas larger tasks are scheduled to cores with
less data processing or are in an idle state. We designed a thread pool in the ParallelFS file
system daemon to perform parallel encryption tasks running on the CPU cores. Figure 3
shows the scheduling of threads on CPU cores, where Tz denotes the thread size in bytes,
and U is the core utilization ratio.
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4.3. ParallelFS File System Structure

Parallel encryption based on a multi-core processor can be implemented using two
different methods. The first method can be carried out using the forking approach by creat-
ing a number of child processes, where each child process has a different process ID and a
separate memory location in a virtual memory with a different address space, which are exe-
cuted independently of each other. In the second method, a threading approach can be used
by creating a number of threads that belong to a single parent process and share the same
address space and parameters through global variables. Figure 4 shows the architecture of
parallel encryption design using fork- and thread-based parallelism methods.
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The structure of the ParallelFS was designed using the threading approach. Here,
the FUSE driver was used to hook the system calls related to the ParallelFS operations.
When the I/O request accesses a file in a mount point directory, the request is forwarded to
perform the customized cryptographic procedure. Otherwise, the process passes the request
to the underlying kernel file system. When the write () request is received, the plaintext file
is divided into several blocks, each with a maximum size of 4 KB. The blocks are then split
into several sub-blocks, with four sub-blocks of 1 KB each. We used a pre-fork technique
by creating a task manager, and the inter-process communication (IPC) method was used
to push the tasks to the task manager queue. This can provide an efficient mechanism for
communication between multiple processes and reduce the effect of bottlenecks imposed
by the allocation of processes and threads, which should lead to a higher performance.
Moreover, we built a thread pool that includes several threads belonging to one parent
process and shares the same address space and parameters through global variables. The
created threads then pop the tasks from the task manager and distribute them according to
the CFS CPU scheduler. Here, the push operation is given a higher priority than that of the
pop operation in the task manager. In addition, a lock was designed to block threads when
the task manager empties.

After the threads are created, each thread is encrypted independently, and all threads
are encrypted in parallel. In addition, all encryption parameters required by the encryption
function, such as the encryption key and parameters, are passed. Subsequently, the output
of each thread is collected in reverse order, considering the task order, as tasks do not end
in the same order. Algorithm 1 describes the steps involved in ParallelFS when a write ()
request is received for a multimedia file.
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Algorithm 1: Multimedia file write in ParallelFS

//Receive file write ( ) request
Begin

(B1, . . . , Bn)← Split (F)
(SB1, . . . , SBn)← Split (Bi)
(SB1, . . . , SBn)→ Call CreateTasks ( )
(Tsk1, . . . , Tskn)→ Push (Task_Manager)
ThreadPool← Call CreateThread ( )
for ∀Tski in Task Manager do

Tski ← Pop (Task_Manager)
Connect Tski to Thrdx
Create MemorySlot ( )

end for
//Perform parallel encryption for created threads
for ∀ Thrdx in ThreadPool do

Call KeyGenration ( )
Call ParallelEncrypt (Thrd1,.., Thrdn )
Call chunks_write ( )

Call save_header ( )
end for

End

At the beginning of this study, we attempted to pass the sub-block data as a usual
parameter used in various programming languages. This implies serializing the parameter
and sending it through an internal queue structure. However, we determined that this
method suffers from high workloads and is considerably time-consuming. To avoid these
drawbacks, we attempted to allocate shared memory before creating the process pool.

We allocated many shared memory slots, each of the same size as the sub-block, and
the number of slots is that of the pre-forked processes, which should be a multiple of four
with a minimum of four slots, because the structure of most present multi-core processors
has four processes and threads. Simultaneously, a lock is used around each slot to ensure
that all slots belong to the same task and to avoid any deadlock caused by having slots
belonging to different tasks and no free slots for each to be realized. After filling the slots
with the data segments, we queue the tasks for each passing key and IV, which could be in
a shared memory. Moreover, for the index of each shared slot, we associated an IPC event
with all service subprocesses. We then wait until the slots notify us using event.wait() at one
end and event.notify() at the other. When all segments are complete and notify, the waiting
caller collects the result from the same slot as the encoding function. It obtains the sub-block
from a shared memory, encrypts it, and then places it back in the same shared memory.
When threads of the second method are used, instead of the first method’s processes, slots
of global variables are used in the same manner.

4.4. Parallel Encryption and Decryption

A multimedia file written in a mounted directory is intercepted by ParallelFS. The file is
then encrypted using a hybrid encryption scheme with symmetric and asymmetric ciphers.
In symmetric encryption, the Blowfish encryption algorithm is used to encrypt all file
blocks with a key length of 128 bits and a block size of 4 KB. A 64-bit file salt was randomly
generated for each new multimedia file encryption. The counter mode (CTR) was used
in our scheme. The CTR is a fully parallelizable mode of operation that works effectively
on multimedia encryption and provides random access to any block cipher without error
propagation or ciphertext expansion. Each data block has a unique IV generated by
XORing the file salt, with the counter block corresponding to each data block. This prevents
similar plaintext blocks from being encrypted to the same ciphertext block. Therefore, the
uniqueness requirement of the counter block across all file blocks is necessary to guarantee
greater protection. After the file body is symmetrically encrypted, the encryption key (with
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a file salt) is asymmetrically encrypted using the RSA-2048 algorithm with the user’s public
key, which is then stored with the header of the multimedia file. Algorithm 2 describes
the file encryption steps involved in the ParallelFS daemon. First, the system generates
all unique encryption block counters (ctr) with the same number (n) of data blocks (B) in
the multimedia file (F). Then, all unique IVs associated with all data blocks are created by
XORing the global file salt (FSalt) with each corresponding block encryption counter (ctri).

Algorithm 2: Parallel multimedia file encryption

Input: F,Pk
Output: CF, CK
Begin

K, FSalt← RandomGenerate ( )
Bi ← Call CreateFileBlocks (F)
SBi ← Call CreateSubBlocks (B)

//Generate file counters
for ∀SBi ∈ (B1,.., Bn) do

ctr:= (ctr1, . . . , ctrn)← RandomGenerate ()
end for

//Parallel sub-blocks encryption using CPU cores
for ∀Bi ∈ F do

for ∀SBi ∈ Bi do
IVi ← FSalt ⊕ ctri
Connect SBi to Thrdx

end for
CBi ← ParallelEncrypt (Blowfish (SBi, K, IVi))

end for
CF: = (CB1, . . . , CBn)

//Symmetric key encryption using RSA-2048
CK← Encrypt (RSA (K, FSalt))
Return CF, CK

End

Figure 5 presents the parallel encryption processing of a data block. As the input, the
encryption function takes a single 4 KB data block (Bi) segmented into m sub-blocks (SB1,
SB2, . . . , SBm), the corresponding unique IVi, and the encryption key K. The same IV is
used, with all sub-blocks belonging to the same parent block, and the same K is shared
among all file blocks. The parallel encryption function is ready for execution as soon as it
completes receiving the encryption parameters. Each sub-block of data is associated with a
thread to encrypt the data segment independently without relation to other sub-blocks, and
all threads execute concurrently in parallel. Once the parallel execution of all sub-blocks
is accomplished, this results in encrypted sub-blocks (CSB1, CSB2, . . . , CSBm), which are
combined into a ciphered block (CB). This operation is repeated with all file blocks (n), and
all resulting ciphered blocks are collected (CB1, CB2, . . . , CBn) and written to the disk as a
ciphered multimedia file (CF).

Decryption works similarly, but in reverse. First, both K and FSalt are extracted from
the image header, decrypting them using the user’s private key and reconstructing all of
the used IVs. As the input, the decryption function takes the encrypted blocks (CB1, CB2,
. . . , CBn), the corresponding IVi, and the same encryption K. Subsequently, each encrypted
block is segmented into sub-blocks and processed concurrently in parallel. This operation
is repeated until all ciphered blocks are decrypted resulting in the original plaintext of the
multimedia file F. Algorithm 3 describes the parallel decryption steps involved in ParallelFS
when a read () request is received for a stored multimedia file.
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Algorithm 3: Parallel multimedia file decryption

Input: CK, CF, Prk
Output: F
Begin
//Symmetric key decryption using RSA-2048

K, FSalt← Decrypt (RSA (CK))
//Parallel sub-blocks decryption using CPU cores

for ∀CBi ∈ F do
for ∀CSBi ∈ CBi do

ctri ← Fetch ( )
IVi ← FSalt ⊕ ctri
Connect CSBi to Thrdx

end for
Bi ← ParallelDecrypt (Blowfish (CSBi, K, IVi))

end for
F:= (B1, . . . , Bn)

Return F
End

5. Performance Analysis

This section discusses the evaluation of the performance of ParallelFS in terms of
multimedia file write and read operations. The aim is to evaluate the effect of parallel
processing on cryptographic performance and assess the complexity of ParallelFS required
to improve the response time. In the experiments, we first evaluated the performance of
ParallelFS in writing and reading multimedia files with cryptographic operations using
different file sizes. Then, the execution times were compared to normal write and read oper-
ations for the same file sizes on the standard Ext4 Linux file system. Next, the performance
of ParallelFS was compared with that of cryptographic file systems that perform sequential
cryptographic processing. We ran all experiments on a multi-core machine equipped with
an Intel Core i5-2450M, 2.5 GHz CPU with two cores inside and two threads per core, 4 GB
of main memory, 3 MB of cache, and 320 GB of hard disk at 7200 rpm. The machine had
Linux Ubuntu 18.04 64-bit installed, and its file system was Ext4, with a 4 KB block size.

The experiments were conducted on a group of multimedia files, including image,
audio, and video files ranging in size from 5 to 50 MB. The value presented in each test result
was the average of 20 repeated runs, and the file cache was flushed after each experiment
to ensure the accuracy of the results. The execution times of different operations were
measured and recorded using Python cProfiler [35], which was also used to analyze the
statistics to determine and address bottlenecks within the ParallelFS code.

First, we measured the multimedia file read and write time performance in parallel
using fork- and thread-based parallelism methods. In the fork-based method, a fork of
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multiple processes was used, and in the thread-based method, a single process of multiple
threads was used. In both methods, a pool of four processes/threads was created. Moreover,
in all parallel experiments, a block of 4 KB was segmented into four sub-blocks of 1 KB
each and processed concurrently using Blowfish-CTR.

To measure the read and write times, we used an image file of 8 MB and created
multiple process pools using the first method. The first process pool had a single process of
four threads; each thread processed 1 KB of data segments. However, these threads were
independent of each other’s control within the process. The second process pool had two
processes and two threads each, whereas the third process pool has four processes with
a single thread each. In the second method, we created a pool of a single process of four
dependent threads sharing the same resources through global variables. Figure 6 compares
the times elapsed for writing and reading an image file in ParallelFS using the two pro-
cessing method scenarios. The second method of a single process and multiple dependent
threads exhibited the best performance of approximately 14.8% for file read operations
and 11% for write operations. This was significant because of the intercommunication
overhead between multiple processes and threads, the creation of virtual memory, and
the associated management overhead. Thus, the context switches between threads in the
second method seem to be cheaper than those that occur between the multiple processes in
the first method. Consequently, the parallelism in ParallelFS was implemented based on
the threading approach of the second method.
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Next, we compared the performance of ParallelFS over multimedia file writes and
reads with cryptographic services with normal write and read processes without encryption
using the standard Ext4. We began the experiment by writing and reading a file of 5 MB and
repeated the tests regularly by increasing the file size to 50 MB. In addition, we flushed the
file cache for each test. Accordingly, the elapsed times for all the read and write operations
were recorded. Figure 7 compares the total times measured for writing and reading
multimedia files using ParallelFS and Ext4. ParallelFS can achieve average throughputs
of 19.2 and 37.1 MB/s for writing and reading files, respectively, with cryptographic
protections. By contrast, the average throughputs for the normal processes to write and
read same-sized files using the standard Ext4 were 123.2 and 155.1 MB/s, respectively.
Moreover, we calculated the execution time that elapsed during the multimedia file read
and write operations in ParallelFS. These times include the time of the actual encryption and
decryption operations and that of the other required file system processes performed inside
the kernel and at the user level. The related write/read times of other executed processes
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include the time spent seeking the writing/reading blocks of file data, the I/O time spent
on writing/reading data blocks into a local buffer to perform the encryption/decryption
task, the workload time spent on encrypting or decrypting the symmetric keys, and time
spent saving or extracting keys from the file header.
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ParallelFS versus standard Ext4.

When calculating the time taken by the major executed processes, the actual encryption
process accounted for approximately 70% of the real write time on ParallelFS. The other
related writing processes on ParallelFS required 30% of the real write time, divided as
follows: 21.7% for the I/O write process, 7.4% for the write seek process, and slightly
less than 1% for loading public key and saving header processes. Moreover, the actual
decryption process on ParallelFS required an average of 75% of the real read time. The
other related read processes accounted for 25% of the real read time, divided as follows:
21.6% for the I/O read process, 2.5% for the read seek process, and slightly less than 1% for
loading the user’s private key and parsing the header.

We tested ParallelFS against benchmarked cryptographic user space file systems using
ImgFS [17] and EncFS [24] in writing and reading multimedia files with cryptographic
operations, as shown in Figure 8. These results indicate that ParallelFS outperforms
the benchmarked file systems for both write and read operations. When calculating the
average performance, ParallelFS improves the response time for writing multimedia files
with efficiencies of 33.3% and 41.2%, and read efficiencies of 26.4% and 17.6% of the write
and read performance using ImgFS and EncFS, respectively.

During the development of ParallelFS, we have taken into account that the designed
cryptographic file system should provide a higher security level against malicious attacks
and meet security requirements. Storage security is a long-term requirement because the
attacker has a long time to analyze and break the security system; this is unlike ephemeral
transmission, where security is required during the time of data transmission [36]. In Paral-
lelFS, legitimate user authentication is protected. Each user has a unique login passphrase
for entering a secure mounting session, and ParallelFS must validate the authenticity of the
user before each file system mount.

The confidentiality of multimedia files is ensured, as ParallelFS automatically converts
the plaintext into a ciphertext; therefore, it is extremely difficult to recover the original
files without proper encryption keys and encryption parameters. In ParallelFS, when a
new multimedia file is stored on the disk for the first time, the file is encrypted with a
unique symmetric key, which is then encrypted by the asymmetric encryption. Moreover,
the malicious user is still unable to recover the files using a brute-force attack, as they
need to know the random values of the file’s salt and the IVs associated with the file
blocks. Data freshness is indispensable for data storage encryption in reducing various
types of attacks. In ParallelFS, each block of a file is encrypted differently due to the
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unique IV used with each block, thus preventing file blocks from being encrypted to the
same ciphertext blocks each time the file is encrypted. Furthermore, the attacker cannot
recover the encryption parameters of a multimedia file from other stored files using an
offline dictionary attack because new parameters are used with each encrypted file. Key
generation and management are transparently managed and controlled by ParallelFS. Secret
keys encryption parameters are asymmetrically protected with the public key of the files’
owner; therefore, the user cannot determine the secret keys related to multimedia files that
he is not authorized to read. We conclude that the proposed ParallelFS is highly secure and
can effectively resist attacks and meet the desired security requirements. Table 1 compares
the security and efficiency features of ParallelFS with related FUSE-based cryptographic
file systems.
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Table 1. Comparison of security and efficiency features of ParallelFS with FUSE-based approaches.

Feature CFS [23] ImgFS [17] EncFS [24] SafeFS [26] OutFS [13] Proposed
ParallelFS

Cryptography
DES cipher using

ECB and
OFB modes

Hybrid Blowfish
and RSA ciphers
using OFB mode

AES and Blowfish
symmetric

ciphers

AES cipher using
CBC mode

Hybrid AES and
BF-IBE ciphers

Hybrid Blowfish
and RSA ciphers
using CTR mode

Encryption
key length 56-bit Blowfish 128-bit

& RSA 1024-bit 192-bit AES 128-bit AES 128-bit &
BF-IBE 160-bit

Blowfish 128-bit
& RSA 2048-bit
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Table 1. Cont.

Feature CFS [23] ImgFS [17] EncFS [24] SafeFS [26] OutFS [13] Proposed
ParallelFS

Fine-grain
cryptographic

level

Entirely mounted
directory files

Individual
image file

Entirely mounted
directory files

Entirely
mounted driver Individual file Individual

multimedia file

Cryptographic
processing style Sequential Sequential Sequential Sequential Sequential Parallel

Transparency
level

Partially
transparent Fully transparent Partially

transparent
Partially

transparent Fully transparent Fully transparent

Multi-user system No Yes No No Yes Yes
Data freshness No Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Key refreshment No Yes No No Yes Yes
Attack resistance Moderate Strong Moderate Moderate Strong Strong

Efficiency Low efficiency Moderately
efficient

Moderately
efficient Low efficiency Moderately

efficient Highly efficient

User convenience Slightly
convenient

Highly
convenient

Moderately
convenient

Slightly
expensive

Highly
convenient

Highly
convenient

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This study presented the development of a parallel cryptographic user space file sys-
tem called ParallelFS to reduce the cryptographic overheads incurred during the reading
and writing of large multimedia files by leveraging the parallelism of multi-core proces-
sors. ParallelFS was designed to perform cryptographic and key management operations
in a fully dynamic manner that is completely transparent to users. Parallelization was
performed by dividing each 4 KB file block into four sub-blocks. Each sub-block was
processed independently, and all were encrypted or decrypted concurrently. We used two
methods to execute parallelism: the forking approach, which involves several indepen-
dent sub-processes through an IPC using virtual memory, and the threads approach, with
several dependent threads using global variables. However, we determined that the latter
approach had an efficiency that was approximately 11% higher than that of the former
approach. The performance of ParallelFS was demonstrated on multimedia files’ read and
write operations and then compared with related schemes. We compared the performance
of ParallelFS against related user space encryption file systems, and the results proved that
ParallelFS is able to outperform them. It can effectively improve the writing performance
of multimedia files with parallel cryptographic protection, with an efficiency up to 35%,
and the reading performance by about 22%, as compared to normal sequential encryption
processing in FUSE-based benchmarks. Our experiments indicated that ParallelFS achieved
the goal of this study: to attain a higher processing speed with a reduced response time.

Several performance overhead factors account for much of the ParallelFS runtime,
namely, task creation, the distribution among processes and threads, termination, inter-
process communication, the splitting and collecting of fragments of file blocks, and the
limited cache size of the FUSE library. In future work, we plan to refine the performance of
ParallelFS by improving on these factors and using more intelligent techniques.
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